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Summary:
Have you ever fully appreciated that marvelous tool for success that each and every one of us
Theodore Roosevelt
ˆAll the resources we need are in the mind.˜

In the novel ˆTerminal Man˜ by Michael Crichton, it mentions that at that time (1972) the larg
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Article Body:
Have you ever fully appreciated that marvelous tool for success that each and every one of us
Theodore Roosevelt
ˆAll the resources we need are in the mind.˜

In the novel ˆTerminal Man˜ by Michael Crichton, it mentions that at that time (1972) the larg

I know computers have come a long way since 1972 but it shows the tremendous capacity of the h

Did you know our conscious mind is only one-sixth of our brain´s thinking and power? Our subco
The whole mind, conscious and subconscious, possesses the power to solve any problem that may

The conscious mind holds only about 7 pieces of information in short-term memory. Your sub-con

Brain researchers estimate that your unconscious mind outweighs the conscious on a scale of te
Albert Einstein

ˆThe intellect has little to do on the road to discovery. There comes a leap in consciousness,

ˆI am enough of an artist to draw freely upon my imagination. Imagination is more important th

The subconscious mind is useful in two ways. The first way involves receiving information, sol

The second way deals with programming your mind to supercharge your confidence, your self-imag

Programming your subconscious works best through visualization. Pictures and symbols are by fa

What´s great about your subconscious mind is that it never rests. Whatever goal or problem you

Whatever you think and ponder about deeply with strong emotion makes a strong impression on yo

You want your subconscious mind to be a goal achieving, success mechanism, not a failure mecha
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